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Bookends:
Must Reads!
BY En SPICER
just finished my third year on the Best Books for Young Adults (BBYA) selection committee, and I don't
know whether to grab that glass of champagne or cry. The workload was nothing short of staggering: I
read over 200 books each year, and I started, but did not finish, about 50 books each year. On the other
hand, my fellow committee members introduced me to several stunning works of literature that I would
not have read on my own. I am a better person for this experience. In this spirit of sharing and exhaustive
exploration, I present the following gems from my final year with the BBYA committee. Enjoy!

I

Alexie, Sherman. (2007). The Absolutely True Diary of a Part-time Indian. New York:
Little, Brown. 240 pp. ISBN: 978-0-316-01368-0 (hardcover). $16.99 [BBYA
Top Ten Selection]
Junior (a.k.a. Arnold Spirit) is counseled by a guilt-ridden white teacher to leave his
Spokane reservation. He leaves and makes the trip into a world that will provide him
with a better education, including an education into the mixed up world of Whites.
Leaving, however, causes Arnold to abandon friends and family and to pay the price of
not really belonging in either world. Most teens travel that road, feeling like they do
not belong at some point. This book makes that road seem normal, even when it is difficult. The nomadic ending is bone-chilling sad and uplifting at the same time. Alexie
won the National Book Award for this book.
Andronik, Catherine. (2007). Wildly Romantic: The English Romantic Poets: The
Mad, the Bad, and the Dangerous. New York: Henry Holt. 272 pp. ISBN:
0-8050-7783-9 (hardcover). $16.95
I dreaded reading a biography about poets that most teens do not know, but this is one
of the delightful surprises of BBYA. While these English poets lived at the beginning of
the 19th century, many of their ideas seem relevant and modern. Teens may be interested in how they dealt with drugs, sex, and society and how similar these poets' lives
are to their own. Shelley's room is filled with books and clothes strewn everywhere.
Byron is abused as a boy and some of that same abusive attitude infects his dealing
with women. Coleridge becomes addicted to prescription medicine. Byron, bulimic and
overweight, tries all sorts of fad diets and still manages to make the ladies (and young
boys) swoon. Andronik pays detailed attention to the women that surround this group
of men, which adds depth and interest to the book. Poems add significantly to the text.
The chapters are just the right length and often end with a cliffhanger that propels the
reader forward. I think students, as they get more involved with the stories, will look
for associations between the poets' biographies and poetry.
Aronson, Sarah. (2007). Head Case. New Milford, CT: Roaring Brook. 192 pp. ISBN:
1-59643-214-4 (hardcover). $16.95
Frank Marder is a "head." If this were the sixties, we could guess that Frank is some
cool, hippy kid. This, however, is not the sixties and Frank is paralyzed completely
from the head down from his car accident in which two people are dead, including
Meredith, with whom he'd had sex. Does the punishment fit the crime? Frank cheated
on one exam in the 9th grade, smoked pot twice, and didn't really love Meredith. In
this book we journey from the perspective of a boy with a body to a boy who believes
he is not much more than a head. Over the course of the 8 weeks Frank is alive after
the accident, he laughs just once. Much of the time he wishes he were dead. This book
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is still with me after more than 200 books and many months. The gritty honesty of Frank
and his feelings about who he was and whether that impacts who he is now are compelling.
That this book indirectly asks teens to consider their own drinking and driving behavior is
frosting.

Asher, Jay. (2007). Thirteen Reasons Why. New York: Razorbill/Penguin Putnam. 304 pp.
ISBN: 1-59514-171-5 (hardcover). $16.99
Hannah commits suicide, but before she does, she records 7 tapes (both sides on all but the
last tape-or thirteen sides) explaining her 13 reasons for killing herself. She mails these
tapes to the 13 people who led her down this path with instructions that they pass the tapes
along after listening. Clay cannot understand why his name is on the list and is shocked by
names he does hear on the list. Clay liked Hannah-really liked her. How can he possibly
be on her list? This book explores the ripple effect of seemingly small random acts of cruelty
and things left undone.
Bingham, Kelly. (2007). Shark Girl. New York: Candlewick. 288 pp. ISBN: 0-7636-3207-4
(hardcover). $16.99
If Jane had waited just a few more minutes, if her brother Michael had not been so interested in watching bikini clad girls, if she had stopped to help the woman with her food and
kids, maybe the shark would not have chewed her arm off. If! This verse novel, with its
ragged chewed lines, gets my vote for its raw emotion and believable response to a horrible
incident. The poetry in this novel is the best way to tell the story. We can't have full, even
balanced lines in a story about an artist who loses an arm. The scattering of letters that
sound very realistic is a nice, often dark and funny touch, to this upbeat verse novel.

Cameron, Peter. (2007). Someday This Pain Will Be Useful To You. New York: Farrar,
Straus and Giroux. 240 pp. ISBN: 0-374-30989-2 (hardcover). $16.00
James Svek tries to be an island, but people keep populating this plan. His father wants him
to go to college and so does his mother, recently rid of her husband of 4 days. James tells Dr.
Adler, his psychiatrist, that he only enjoys speaking with two people: his grandmother and
John, manager of his mother's art gallery. James, however, violates John's privacy, so John
abandons him. His grandmother is beginning the first of a series of soon-to-be fatal strokes.
James longs to be noticed so that he won't die without anyone missing him, but on the other
hand, he thinks that being unnoticed is very cool. Dr. Adler guides him to consider whether
or not he truly wishes to be alone, an island.

Cassidy, Anne. (2007). Looking For JJ. New York: Harcourt. 336 pp. ISBN: 0-15-206190-8
(hardcover). $1 7. 00
J.J. killed her best friend when she was 10. She is released from prison, much to the consternation of the victim's family and many others. She has a new identity, but a detective and
the press are eager to find her. This book is like walking on a tight rope. You keep expecting
to fall and when you walk all the way across the wire, you experience a tremendous sense
of release and wonder whether or not you had fun. Looking For JJ makes it across the wire
safely. Readers come to understand why JJ is attracted to the potentially abusive Frankie.
Books that depict abuse can easily turn mawkish and overly dramatic. The protagonist is
often deified and readers never really see the character as flesh and blood. The understated
tone of this book adds unexpected poignancy to scenes.

Compestine, Ying Chang. (2007). Revolution Is Not a Dinner Party. New York: Henry
Holt. 256 pp. ISBN: 0-8050-8207-7 (hardcover). $16.95
Compestine's story has enough of the "what will happen next" factor to keep readers
engaged, while providing a taste of what the Chinese Cultural Revolution was like for some.
Ling loves cloth with flowers, but soon this sort of bourgeois luxury is banned. Soon many
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of the doctors who are friends with Ling's parents (and Ling, too) start to disappear. Ling's
father, a successful surgeon, is taken away. But he is too good a surgeon to
kill, lest one of the cultural vanguard members require surgery. Ling keeps
her spunk and, with luck, drifts outside of direct public scrutiny to safety.
This book is simply one first-hand fictionalized account of what happened to
one girl and her family during the Chinese Cultural Revolution. Compestine
shows that young teens, put in a position of power, often abused that power
with many horrible consequences, including some that had an ironic effect on
the leaders of the revolution.

Cross, Shauna. (2007). Derby Girl. New York: Henry Holt. 240 pp. ISBN:
0-8050-8023-6 (hardcover). $16.95
The voice of derby skater "Bliss," a.k.a. Babe Ruthless, moves this book up the
ladder and has it climbing into my recommended category. I laughed throughout at lines like "Think of all the elastic that had to die just to make these
panties." I especially enjoyed the voice, which gives the reader glimpses of a
frightened and very normal teen trying to talk a bigger game than she has.
She can pass herself off as 18. She can skate and compete with the big girls.
She tries oh so hard to be that much hipper, but she still needs her family, she
still needs those connections, and she even needs limits and standards.
Downham, Jenny. (2007). Before I Die. New York: Random House/David Fickling Books.
336 pp. ISBN: 0-385-75155-9 (hardcover). $15.99 [BBYA Top Ten Selection]
Tessa is dying of cancer and decides to live instead. This less-than-surprising book manages
to capture a good portion of the emotion of those last moments of life-her unwillingness
to accept pity and, therefore, her total incapacity for recognizing love and friendship. The
gradual decrease in words matches the reality of the situation, as does the wandering text
toward the end-spiced with a cogent sentence or two in the midst of the white space of
near-death. Since one of Tessa's goals before dying is to have sex, this book fits better in
high school libraries. This book will appeal especially to sad-book lovers.
Duey, Kathleen. (2007). Skin Hunger (A Resurection of Magic). New York: Simon and
Schuster/Atheneum. 368 pp. ISBN:0-689-84093-4 (hardcover). $17.99
In this interwoven story of two teens living hundreds of years apart, magic is the secret,
deadly-yet desirable thread that connects them. Gradually the stories converge. The short
chapters keep readers moving right along thinking, "Oh, I will just read one more chapter .... " I loved the details about the languages of stories-how they have power and change
slightly in the telling, as well as the details about how one of the protagonists learns to read
(by memorizing songs, etc.). It is easy to understand why this is a National Book Award
finalist, and I recommended it highly for middle school and high school students.
Fradin, Dennis Brindell, & Fradin, Judith Bloom. (2007). Jane Addams: Champion of
Democracy. Boston: Clarion Books. 213 pp. ISBN: 0-618-50436-2 (hardcover). $21.00
Chapter 1 begins with Jane Addams' work with the garbage inspectors at Hull House. It
seems like a spoiler of sorts. In retrospect, I wonder whether I would have finished this book
if I had no sense of Addams' place in history from the start. By the end of the book, however,
I wanted to visit the Hull House museum on my next Chicago trip. Jane Addams is my
newest hero. From her refusal to abandon Flora Guiteau, sister of the presidential assassin,
to her hounding of Chicago's political bosses, to her absolute dedication to peace-I felt the
presence of greatness. That she managed to keep a personal life, too, is astounding. The
prose of the book gathers momentum so that by the time Addams travels to Europe, readers
will not be able to put the book down.
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Halpin, Brendan. (2007). How Ya Like Me Now. New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux. 208
pp . ISBN: 0-374-33495-1 (hardcover). 16.00
I have a weakness for books with chapter ending zingers that tie the chapter themes
together or add that sarcastic or ironic bit of spice that matches or contrasts the message of
the previous pages. Halpin does this over and over in this bitterly funny book about Eddie's
dysfunctional mother and dead father and his attempt to fit into a new private school.
Eddie's conflicted feelings about his mom seem very believable. The way he wanders into
relationships and then seems shocked when he realizes that his future may, indeed, include
girls is also realistic. The book is funny while probing the harmful counsel and advice that
well-meaning adults give, often without listening or asking questions.
Hinds, Garreth. (2007). Beowulf. New York: Candlewick. 128 pp. ISBN: 0-7636-3022-5
(hardcover). $21. 99
In 2007 there were at least three versions of Beowulf published. (That a movie of Beowulf
also came out may explain its resurrection.) Of the three, this one comes closest to capturing the drama that I see when I read this ancient epic poem featuring Beowulf battling the
legendary Grendel and Grendel's even more deadly mother. The other two versions have
merit (and are far better than the movie) but this one wins the prize because of the quality
of mood set by the art in the introduction. The fabulous ghost ship art suggests that this is a
story passed down through the ages. The construction of Heorot and the intricate door panel
carvings on the next page bring you there and are faithful to the text. The battle scenes will
entice readers who never would have picked this to read in ages past.
Horvath, Polly. (2007). The Corps of the Bare-Boned Plane. New York: Farrar, Straus and
Giroux. 272 pp. ISBN: 0-374-31553-1 (hardcover). 17.00
It's bad enough that their parents are dead, but Jocelyn and Meline must live on
an island with weird Uncle Marten, who loves silence and tufted hassocks. Uncle
Marten and Mrs. Mendelbaum (another adult character) reinforce the idea that we
carry youthful issues with us forever and that how we deal with them determines
our future. Learning to build connections between the people in our lives, regardless
of how many or few, is the core of this novel. Horvath deals with these issues with
a good balance between making readers laugh and making them think. She has her
fingers on the pulse of those existential teens wondering whether or not life has
meaning.
Jenkins, A.M. (2007). Repossessed. New York: Harper Teen, Harper Collins. 218 pp.
ISBN: 978-0-06-083568-2 (hardcover). $15.99 [Printz Honor Selection]
Shaun Simmons is a slacker. One morning a fallen angel, not a demon, interrupts his
schedule. The fallen angel, tired of being ignored by both the Boss and the Creator,
decides that he wants to experience human life. He has watched this slacker teen for a long
time. Two seconds before Shaun steps in front of a bus, the fallen angel steps into his body
and repossesses him. And now his goal is to experience life, especially sex. Teen readers may
identify with Shaun and also find themselves discussing what they believe about spiritual
and secular topics. This book won a Printz honor for its ability to poke fun at our religious
practices without attacking the underlying spiritual core. It is difficult to write about religion with humor and deeply layered thought and be respectful; Jenkins has done that with
Repossessed.

Knowles, Jo. (2007). Lessons From A Dead Girl. New York: Candlewick. 224 pp. ISBN:
0-7636-3279-1 (hardcover). $16.99
Leah Greene dies. Is it Lainey's fault because she hated Leah and wished for her death?
Or did Lainey really love Leah and is this even more difficult to accept? Like many teens,
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Lainey struggles with and fears her sexual identity. Many young teens believe that physical relationships and love are not for them because they do not have that perfect model's
body and confidence. Consequently, some teens become targets for manipulation and abuse.
Knowles explores this theme with sensitivity and insight. This book deserves a spot on
the shelves of our high school libraries for dealing beautifully with this aspect of character
exploration.

Landy, Derek. (2007). Skulduggery Pleasant. New York: Harper Collins. 400 pp. ISBN:
0-06-123115-0 (hardcover). $17.99 [BBYA Top Ten Selection]
Skeletons making magic and fighting evil-what's not to like? When Uncle Gordon dies, he
leaves everything to Stephanie Edgely, a.k.a. Valkyrie Cain, including the power to save
or destroy the universe, if she can only find it. She also inherits Skulduggery, a walking,
talking, crime-fighting, sassy skeleton detective from an older magical realm. This is a
"thick" book for those teens that love long mysteries featuring monsters and wit and a bit
of destruction. It combines almost every genre: horror, fantasy, action, mystery, adventure,
and humor. Skulduggery Pleasant is a 2008 BBYA Top Ten selection as well.
McCaughrean, Geraldine. (2007). White Darkness. New York: HarperCollins/ HarperTeen. 373 pp. ISBN: 978-0-06-089035-5 (hardcover). $16.99 [2008 Printz Winner]
Symone is 14 and she is going on vacation to Antarctica. Sym, however, travels with the
ghosts of dead explorers and Victor, an uncle-father figure, who will surely go down as one of
the most despicable characters in YA fiction. As the truth of what Victor has done gradually
becomes clear, the more frozen in horror we become. We know early on that Victor is selfserving and manipulative-so the fact that he can still shock us with his behavior speaks
well of this Printz-winning writing. In fact, the further into this story we travel, the more
we need to retrace our steps because our early assumptions and understandings gain new
layers of meaning with each passing page. Read this one with a cup of hot chocolate in front
of a warm fire-even on a hot summer night. The writing is that good, starting with the first
sentence: "I have been in love with Titus Oates for quite a while now-which is ridiculous,
since he's been dead for ninety years."
Miller, Sarah. (2007). Miss Spitfire: Reaching Helen Keller. New York: Atheneum, Simon
and Schuster. 240 pp. ISBN: 978-1-4169-2542-2 (hardcover). $16.99. (Previously
reviewed in Window Seat, Fall 2007).
This historical fiction, based on the author's extensive research of the Sullivan and Keller
families, is narrated by Annie Sullivan, Helen Keller's teacher. Miss Spitfire gives readers
respect for language and all the doors that it can unlock. Miller is a first-time author and
Michigan resident, and Miss Spitfire has been selected by Booklist Magazine as a
top-10 historical fiction for youth.
Murdock, Catherine. (2007). The Off Season. Boston: Houghton Mifflin. 288 pp.
ISBN: 0-618-68695-9 (hardcover). $16.00.
This book, a sequel to the highly recommended Dairy Queen, also deserves to be on
our library and classroom shelves. D.J. Schwenk, now a junior in high school, is still
playing football with the boys, and her family is still struggling to hang on to their
farm. D.J.'s brother, Win, is severely injured in a televised college football game.
This book is very realistic as it describes life in a small, rural area. Readers believe
that D.J. is a teenage girl who works on a farm, plays football, and feels socially
inept. The setting is fully realized. Farm work does not stop. The description of the
families getting together to talk about football could have been a description of my
wife's Midwest family. This book may not feel as complete to readers who have not
read Dairy Queen, but it is totally comprehensible and very well written.
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Polly, Matthew. (2007). American Shaolin: Flying Kicks, Buddhist Monks, and the Legend of Iron Crotch: An Odyssey in the New China. New York: Penguin Group USA,
Gotham Books. 384 pp. ISBN: 1-59240-262-3 (hardcover). $26.00 [BBYA Top Ten
Selection and Alex Winner]
Matthew Polly takes a year off from Princeton to study Kung Fu with the Shaolin monks
in China. During that time he finds a spiritual center, gains wisdom, attracts girls, gathers
courage, and becomes a man. The cultural details about topics such as the way to greet
someone, how to conduct business, or the technique for negotiating prices provide readers with an interesting contrast between this Asian perspective and our American way of
treating the same topics. The iron crotch section (and pictures!) will gross out teens enough
to keep them reading-and they will also learn something. This is one of this year's Alex
Award winners, given to well written adult books with high teen appeal, and also a BBYA
top ten selection; both awards are well deserved.
Rorby, Ginny. (2006). Hurt Go Happy. New York: Starscape/Tom Doherty Associates. 272
pp. ISBN: 0-765-35304-0 (Paperback). $5.99 [Schneider Family Book AwardTeen]
From the age of 6, Joey has been deaf. She is 13 when the story opens, and we follow
her for almost 6 years. Joey's mother harbors deep-seated guilt, which manifests
itself in her zealous desire to protect her daughter. Joey screams at her mother that
she is deaf, not stupid, and plenty old enough to take care of herself without doing
something stupid. Joey's anger brings her into the woods one day where she meets
Dr. Charles Mansell who is willing to teach Joey American Sign Language, although
Joey's mother does not approve. More importantly, Joey meets Sukari, a chimpanzee
who also speaks American Sign Language. Based on a true story of a chimpanzee
raised as a human child, this touching story is difficult to put down.
Hurt Go Happy is the teen winner of the Schneider Family award for its sensitive and
honest portrayal of how deafness affects Joey and her world. The Schneider Family
award is given to books that artfully feature disabled individuals.
Shusterman, Neal. (2007). Unwind. New York: Simon and Schuster. 352 pp. ISBN:
1-4169-1204-5 (hardcover). $16.95
Connor is an Unwind, which means that he is a teen between the ages of 13 and 18 whose
parents have decided to have him harvested for parts. If readers are able to get past this
detail, the rest of the book reads exceptionally well. It turns out that the Unwind have
unique hierarchy, social customs, and habits. Unwind features lots of drama and interesting, layered characters. Pair this one with Nancy Farmer's The House of the Scorpion.
Smith, Roland. (2007). Peak. New York: Harcourt. 256 pp. ISBN: 0-15-202417-4 (hardcover). $17.00
Peak's father leaves to climb mountains while Peak is thrown into jail for climbing skyscrapers. Peak is given a chance to avoid jail because his father believes that Peak can save his
mountain climbing company by becoming the youngest climber to reach the top of Mount
Everest. Zopa, the expedition leader and guide, seems a bit too mystical but, nevertheless,
the story moves rapidly and it is very exciting. The quest to make it to the top keeps readers
eagerly turning the pages. This will be a big hit with those adventure-loving readers. Pair it
with John Smelcer's The Trap and books by Will Hobbs and Gary Paulsen.
Wells, Rosemary. (2007). Red Moon at Sharpsburg. New York: Penguin Putnam/Razorbill.
256 pp. ISBN: 0-670-03638-2 (hardcover). $16.99
India Moody does not want to be a pokey, traditional girl who wears hoop skirts. She wants
to attend college so that she can understand things the way real scientists do. Unfortunately
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the Civil War engulfs her world and college must wait. This book shows the horrifying reality of war. India is told:
"This morning at ten o'clock that was a cornfield." There is no cornfield. There is
earth in strange lumps, thousands of mouse-colored mounds. Some seem to move.
I ask what they are. He tells me. "Those are bodies. Most probably dead by now.
Some alive. No one can help the wounded ones until the sun sets and both sides
stop shooting" (pp. 119-120).
This book exposes war for what it is and does not glamorize it. The facts that India is not
passive, that she is eager to learn, and that she falls in love for the first time make this book
award-worthy.

Two Coming Attractions (destined for high praise and lots
of readers):
Pearson, Mary. (2008). The Adoration of Jenna Fox. New York: Henry Holt.
266 pp. ISBN: 0-8050-7668-9 (hardcover). $16.95
Jenna has been in a coma for a year. Now she is coming out of it and is beginning to remember. These memories, however, call into question Jenna's right
to be alive. This book sneaks up on readers and is perfect for teens who often
fill themselves with little pieces of others in the sometimes-desperate hope
that those pieces will provide an identity. There is much to talk about on many
levels. I recommend it for book groups for both teens and adults. What an
astonishing and surprising read! Look for this one on award tables next year.

Collins, Suzanne. (2008). The Hunger Games. New York: Scholastic. 266 pp.
ISBN: 0-439-02348-3 (hardcover-reviewed from Bound Manuscript).
$17.99
To preserve world peace, each of 12 school districts annually offers up two teen
challengers, a boy and a girl, who will fight until just one is left alive. Teens are
selected to fight via lottery. A person's name is entered one additional time each succeeding
year until the age of 18. Teens not selected by age 18 are no longer at risk of being drafted
into battle. When 16-year-old Katniss discovers that her meek, younger sister has been
chosen to represent their district, she takes her place in the televised, fight-to-the-death
Hunger Games. Kat, however, has several unexpected survival skills that have gamblers
betting she will last several rounds before dying. Readers will have to wait until fall to read
this blend of Survivor and Lord of the Flies. But when you have a chance, buy several copies.
They will fly off your shelves.
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